We find the pet a home. Your organization
receives 100°/o of the adoption fee.
We guide the owner through the entire process: From how to review applicants based on
the knowledge and expertise shared by some of our 17,000+ shelter and rescue partners to
conducting a no-pressure meet and greet at a safe, public location like a Petco store. When
a good match has been made, we help the owner and the adopter through the transfer which
covers all of the important points, including what happens in the event an adoption doesn't
work out. We then transfer medical records and collect the adoption fee, 100% of which will
then be donated to the referring shelter or rescue.

Got Questions? We've got answers. Visit our FAQs.
bit.ly/RehomeFAQ
Feedback? Email us!
rehome@adoptapet.com

Refer relinquishers to rehome.adoptapet.com to have them get started.

Finally A Safe
Alternative To
''Free To A
Good Home''
Helping pets stay in homes when they can
and be safely rehomed when they can't while earning donations for your organization.
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Refer relinquishers to reduce
intake and support retention.
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We know pet owners looking to find new homes for their pets contact you regularly. We
also know that some people may actually want to keep their pets, but just need a little help.
When you send relinquishers to Rehome by Adopt-a-Pet.com & The Petco Foundation, we
encourage them to check out our retention resource library - filled with useful information
on troubleshooting common behavior and training issues, locating financial assistance, and
even tips for finding pet friendly housing.

Say goodbye to courtesy posts, unwanted liability,
and scrambling for last minute fosters.
For pet owners who can't keep their pets, we get them started with the safest and easiest
way to find a loving home for their pet. Using our quick pet upload form, relinquishers can
quickly create a pet profile for their pet filled with info on the pet's personality, ideal living
situation, and photos. They can even upload medical records to later be transferred to the
new adopter. Once approved, pets appear alongside the hundreds of thousands of adoptable
pets on Adopt-a-Pet.com.

Refer relinquishers to rehome.adoptapet.com to have them get started .

